Conformation-selective DNA strand breaks by dynemicin: a molecular wedge into flexible regions of DNA.
We present evidence that the enediyne antitumor antibiotic dynemicin recognizes and cleaves conformationally flexible regions of DNA. This is based on specific strand breaks at mismatches, bulges, and nicks as determined by high-resolution sequencing gels. On the basis of the weak association constant of dynemicin for DNA, it is expected that these more flexible regions would be preferred sites. In addition, the DNA unwinding behavior of dynemicin and the absorption spectrum of the dynemicin-DNA complex are strongly indicative of its intercalative binding with DNA. The results allow us to propose dynemicin as a molecular wedge that binds to the DNA by intercalating into the minor-groove side of conformationally flexible regions of DNA. Presumably, DNA local flexibility is able to create an open pocket in the minor groove, permits facile intercalation of dynemicin, and then increases the chances of its DNA damaging event. Implications for the biological action of dynemicin have also been discussed.